RT 12 // Minutes 3/8/2022
Attendance: Dwayne Campbell, Jesse Huddleston, Jovonia Lewis, Nori McDuffie, Rose Werth,
Tyler Whittenberg, Xavier Cason
Absent: Alec Greenwald
-- DPS Staff Listening Sessions
>> done with data collection at this point
>> Jesse to contact Dwayne offline to coordinate gift card for one other DPS staff
>> Dwayne and Xavier both reported finishing their list of gift card recipients, need to confirm
with Alec
-- Parent/Caregiver Listening Sessions
>> Jesse explained Muffin's initial outreach to us regarding ongoing issue with Riverside SRO
and impacted families. Alec and Jesse thought it could be a possible way to engage more
proactively and directly with activated community members. Jesse plans to reach out to
community members working with impacted families to support and inquire about possible
participation in listening session.
>> Tyler explained that we should be VERY clear about your intentions, data gathering vs
organizing. Jovonia agreed and also wanted us to consider this a singular response rather than a
systems response.
>> Xavier mentioned there was a Parent Wellness group, been meeting for 2 years via Zoom, he
plans to check in; Jovonia mentioned EPIC's Black Parent Empowerment Workshop, new group
interested in school to prison pipeline (VoW, NC Black Alliance)
>> Rose asked about El Centro, other community orgs with possible parent groups; Jesse
wondered about outreach to Javiera, Alexandra for potential Latinx parents/caregivers/networks
-- Youth Listening Sessions
>> March 22 at CMA (2nd one there), possible 2nd at Hillside
>> Nori shared the recordings of 1st and 2nd youth listening session (Hillside and CMA),
Dwayne to explore sharing recordings with the rest of RT
-- Quarterly Report
>> Xavier shared the update that we have 24 months, not 18 months -- we agreed to edit the
report and are NOT requesting an extension at this point.
-- Next Steps
>> consideration to partner with CLS RT, exploring pre-arrest diversion programs; TABLED for
future conversation
>> Xavier to introduce Rose formally to SRO RT
>> Next Meeting, Tuesday, April 19, Location, Zoom w/ option of Jesse's place when requested*
>> https://zoom.us/j/95081514864

